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If I could order a boyfriend

Sometimes I feel that our society has reduced relationships to money.

The only requirements for the right guy is they are attracted to you and

have a car and a pay check. I had a female friend tell me my life would

be easier if I was in a relationship. But I have been in relationships.

Being trapped in a bad one is horrible and miserable. I have had guys

with money, who even fixed my car, but they did not care about what I

liked to talk about and never really listened. Having a guy make me

angry because he thought it was sexy, was also not a healthy situation.

No one thinks anymore it seems about compatibility. To me

compatibility is not finding someone who has the same background as

me. I would not want a guy with parents like mine. I want to divorce my

parents. I am amazed how ignorant people can be about love. Racism.

Sexism. Many assumptions were made about what I needed by horrible

shallow people.

In the end, I stayed single. I will remain single.

I do not have an STD. I do not have children. I have just given up on

love. It feels like a burden has been taken off my shoulders writing that.

In college I turned to acting to find love. I wanted to understand

people. I wanted to get why my parents were not like parents I saw on

television. Yeah I will admit that. I compared my parents to the parents

on TV.

My parents did not give me lots of affection. My parents did not ask me

how I was doing or how my day went. I wanted a family that loved and
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talked to each other and listened. I wanted the father of “Different

Strokes” or the Mother of the “Brady Bunch.” By the way having a maid

was a west coast, not an east coast thing. At least in Maryland, I only

knew one family with a maid.

I wanted to have a mom who played in a band like the “Partridge

Family.” Instead I was told when I came home to clean my room.

I remember one day coming home and running to my room and

breaking into tears as soon as my door shut. I had been bullied. My

mother I knew must have heard me. But she never cared to ask what

was wrong.

I know now it is too late for a happy ending for me. In law school a guy I

knew indicated he thought I would end up single and running my own

law firm. But he did not see the real me. I wanted desperately to be able

to play. I wanted to be genuine. I wanted to touch my own heart and let

it bleed. I never wanted power or control. I wanted to exist in the

creative folds of my inner mind.

Anyways I am now sick of men with looks thinking I want them based

on a rumor. I am sick of guys and girls acting like I am shallow or gay. I

feel like being rude and when a guy acts like “Oh my god she wants

me,” telling them “Oh my god. Your attitude screams I need to check

your ID. You can not be old enough for me.” Men by the way born
before 1965 are too old for me.

I have decided I need to set the record straight. Please get over the idea

I am into guys like the last guy you think I dated. Don’t you know that

we often do not want to repeat our mistakes.

If I could order a boyfriend? He needs to like the same things I do so we

do not argue, but is like strong so he can carry things I can’t. He Must

sing karaoke and not like banjo music. I mean he has a musical ear and

can sing. No sounding like chalk scratches. Must like Shakespeare,

Sherlock Holmes & be vegan & gluten free. You have to be into acting

and be good at it. You must be into being healthy. I have a yeast allergy.

I do not eat sugar at all. I do not eat soy. You Must like yoga and hiking.

Martial arts spirituality is a Plus. Sorry I do not want to fight with you

physically, I just think that is cool. Must be a feminist. Must be of the X

generation born 1965 to 1984 and like x gen music. Must be ok with

books. Must not be a GOP member or into church on Sunday. Please
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like meditation, holistic care, acupuncture, and Chinese medicine. I

have Hashimotis so I am vegan and gluten free. Sorry if you eat meat

that to me is disgusting. Must think the Constitution is awesome & the

UN bill of rights. “Star Trek” “Star Wars” are both awesome, as is “Star

Gate.” (I so wish I could be at Comic-Con one day.) Doctor who being

female is fantastic. Please hate the color of Baywatch cars. Scooter rider

and horseback riding, I would love you. Must be into acting- theater or

film or both. Must Love sustainability and must believe in climate

change. I want solar power. Must be for NoDAPL. Democrat liberals

welcome. If you like 45 please never have kids and do not even think I

am the woman of your dreams. You are insane. No drug users. I do not

drink or do drugs outside of holistic medicine and kombucha.

Make your own compatibility list. I think we need to go back to

teaching kids, honesty and truth is valuable and doing what you love is

crucial. Find out what you love to do and then find friends who like

those things to.

My life has gotten so screwed up I stopped doing everything I loved. I

can not see myself just doing something to make money. It is why I

wrote this. Love has been removed from my life. I want people to know

we need it. We need love. We really do.

By the way I hate football and baseball. Just because your famous or

working as an actor do not assume I’m interested. I want to be working

acting. I’m tired of people thinking I’m after fame. Talent turns me on.

A good conversation. Last time I had a conversation turn me on was

with Blake Shields. That was 2005. I’m not easy to satisfy. I’m not easy

period. I have better things I wish I was doing instead of being

blacklisted by people who need to put me down and need to make me

understand I’m not good enough.

To the theater people of Los Angeles you have destroyed any chance I

have to survive by trying to make me do theater. I can’t work a 40 hour

a week job while doing theater when I may have cancer. I am a member

of sag aftra. I needed to work on sets to make money. Can you pay me

$20 an hour.
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